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Abstract
In order to develop such web-based application systems efficiently, object-oriented
analysis and design methodology is used, and Java EE(Java Platform, Enterprise Edition)
technologies are used for its implementation.
In addition, security issues have become increasingly important. Consequently, since the
security method by Java EE mechanism is implemented at the last step only, it is difficult to
apply constant security during the whole process of system development from the requirement
analysis to implementation. …………….
Therefore, this paper suggests an object-oriented analysis and design methodology
emphasized in the security for secure web application systems from the requirement analysis
to implementation. The object-oriented analysis and design methodology adopts UMLsec, the
modeling language with an emphasis on security for the requirement analysis and system
analysis and design with regard to security. And for its implementation, RBAC(Role Based
Access Control) of servlet from Java EE technologies is used. Also, the object-oriented
analysis and design methodology for the secure web application is applied on an online
banking system in order to prove its effectiveness.
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1. Introduction
Many web-based application systems with various and complicated
functions are being requested. In order to develop such web-based application
systems efficiently, object-oriented analysis and design methodology is used,
and Java EE technologies are used for its implementation [1-3]. For this
purpose, Java EE-based servlet supports security measures such as role-based
access control. But these technologies have no consistency because they are not
the ones used as a result of the analysis and design. On that account, the system
is very likely to be developed as a web application system which is vulnerable
in aspect of security [4-8].
The object-oriented analysis and design methodology with emphasized
security is proposed. The methodology provides consistency of security
throughout the system development life cycle from requirements analysis till
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implementation step. In addition, the implementation of security is materialized
by using role-based access control which is supported by Java EE-based servlet
technology.
2. Related Works
CBD(Component Based Development) methodology aims to quickly and
flexibly respond to the changes in user's requirements by developing
component-based software system[9]. The conceptual model derived by the
existing object-oriented analysis and design methodology can generate objectoriented programming code through class diagram. But the consistent analysis
and design methodology for security is not being presented [7].
As a security related analysis and design methodology, UML baseddevelopment methodology which integrates existing object-oriented analysis
and design methodology and security requirement is presented. But the
correlation with Java EE is not being presented.
Web application systems are exposed to various risks. In order to avoid these
risks, security can be configured in Java EE. The servlet security comprise
authentication, authorization, confidentiality, and data integrity [3, 10].
3. Object-oriented Analysis and Design Methodology for Secure Web
Application
The object-oriented analysis and design methodology for secure web
application proposed in this paper has an additional definition of security which
has been one of the non-functional requirements in requirement analysis phase,
as shown in Figure 1. The added requirement is defined by using UMLsec. In
addition, during the phases of system analysis and design, security emphasized
analysis and design are presented by using UMLsec. In the final
implementation phase, based on the results of the analysis and design, the
security requirements are implemented by using Java EE’s role-based access
control. On the other hand, the functional requirements analysis and system
analysis and design are performed by applying the existing CBD methodology.

Figure 1. Process of Object-oriented Analysis and Design Methodology for Secure Web
Application Proposed
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3.1. Requirement Analysis
3.1.1. Requirement List-up
Defining requirement means the activities to derive and validate the functional and nonfunctional requirements that users expect from the software [1,11,12]. Table 1 is the
requirements list of a part of the on-line banking system that includes the security requirement
definition of non-functional requirements.
Table 1. Requirement List for On-line Banking System
1. User can use an inquiry service.
2. The inquiry service provides balance checking, transaction list checking, record
checking and download function.
3. User can use fee payment service and various taxes payment function.
4. User can use transaction service.
5. Transaction service includes functions such as money transfer and so on
6. 6. Administrator has overall authority to access the system through management
function, and also create new account, close account, modify balance, cancel
’
transaction, and determine user s rating.
7. Permission to use the system can be given for a particular user.
8. Login is required to use the system.
9. Functions for data management and protection are required.

Table 2 shows the security requirements. Number 1 is for Administrator’ s right. Number
2 is for certification. Number 3 is for security requirements from an authorized user. Number
4 is for security requirements of confidentiality and data integrity.
Table 2. Defining Security Requirements
Type

Description

Security

1. Administrator has overall authority to access the system through
management function, and also create new account, close account,
’
modify balance, cancel transaction, and determine user s rating.
2. Login is required to use the system.
3. Administrator can authorize a particular user to use the system.
4. Functions for data management and protection are required.

3.1.2. Creating Use Case
Based on the list of user requirements defined in Table 1, a use case is created [1, 11]. In
case of the use case having security requirements, use case must be extended following the
methodology of UMLsec [5]. Table 4 shows an extended use case based on UMLsec
methodology for security.
Table 3. Use Case List
Use case
Membership
Login
…
Rating set-up
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Description
User can get a membership to use the system.
User can log in to use the system.
…
Administrator can set User’s access rating.
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Table 4. Use Case having Security Requirement; Use Case for Rating Set-up
Use Case : Rating Set-up
※ Risks associated with the actor
- User is allowed to check his own information. Administrator can check and
modify all user’s information.
※Security required input/output data and security not-required input/output data
Security required I/O
Security not-required I/O
ID
Result output
Password
※ Activity of modified system
- User must get a membership.
- User must go through the authentication procedure. Otherwise the User cannot
use the system.
- If inputted information is wrong during the authentication process, the system
must output an error message.
’
- Administrator sets User s access rating.
- System provides the output of the result.

3.1.3. Detailed Use Case Model
Table 5 describes the use case to rating set-up where security is required. And through a
use case description sheet, variety of situations, i.e. the use case scenario should be created
[11, 12]. Table 6 describes the basic scenario of use case to rating set-up.
Table 5. Use Case Description for Rating Set-up
Item
Name
Overview

Rating set-up
Administrator can authorize each User’s access to the system.

Relevant Actor

Main Actor

Priority
Leading
Condition
Tailing
Condition
Scenario
Non-functional
Requirement
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Description

Administrator

Importance 1(High)
Difficulty
1(High)
- Login must be done as Administrator.
- User to be configured must have a membership.
- Login status must be maintained.
’
- System shows User s information to Administrator.
’
- System records User s rating.
Basic
Basic scenario between the actor and System
scenario
Security requirement
- Administrator has overall authority to access the system.
- Administrator can authorize a particular User to use the system.
1
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Table 6. Basic Scenario of Rating Set-up Use Case
1. User must have a membership.
2. User inputs ID and password on login screen and clicks login button.
3. System shows Administrator a screen.
’
Administrator selects rating on Administrator s screen.
’
4. User s rating can be checked on the rating set-up screen. In order to
modify the rating, click the rating button.
5. System shows detailed rating information screen.
※ Detailed rating information screen : ID, name and rating
6. Administrator modifies the rating and clicks confirmation button.
The system records the modified data and updates the detailed rating
information screen.
7. To return to the previous screen, click the cancel button.

3.1.4. Use Case Model Creation
When creating a use case model, individual functions to be provided by the system is
represented as use case and the presence outside the system to interact with use case is
represented as an actor [11, 12]. Figure 2 shows creating a use case model for on-line banking
system.

Figure 2. Use Case Model for On-line Banking System
3.2. System Analysis and Design
The target in system analysis and design phases is to identify the components of the system
so as to meet the user's requirements. And it should be carried out on the base of requirement
model [11]. The process of system analysis and design for the proposed object-oriented
analysis and design methodology for secure web applications is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Creating Process of Security Emphasized Class Diagram Depending on
Access Policy
3.2.1. Analysis of Use Case Text
For the use case text analysis, the text of basic scenario contents of use case which is
written on the base of the information obtained from the user requirements is analyzed and
the classes required for the system operation is extracted [1, 11].
The classes that can be extracted through the analysis of the text are a boundary class, a
control class, and an entity class [11].
3.2.2. Analysis of Use Case Text
Next, the individual actor’ s access right for each use case should be created [3,4]. The
created access policy indicates the access right for class diagram. Table 7 defines the access
policy for a part of on-line banking system use case.
Table 7. Basic Scenario of Rating Set-up Use Case

Membership
Login
...

Customer
X
X
...

Staff
X
X
...

Administrator
X
X
...

Rating set-up

-

-

X

Legend : Full right(X), Partial right(P), No right(-)

3.2.3. Creating Analysis Class Diagram
After the access policy creation activities, the activity for creation of analysis class diagram
should be carried out by analyzing the text of use case scenario[11]. In other words, the
activity is to derive the classes and define the relationship between classes and derived
classes.
The classes derived from the use case with security requirement is security emphasized
classes and each class is created for the access right depending on access policy following
UMLsec methodology and using <<secrecy>> stereo type, refer to Table 7.
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3.2.4. Detailed Analysis Class Diagram
For detailed analysis class diagram, based on the security emphasized class diagram which
is derived from the previous activity, the text of use case scenario should be additionally
analyzed and the characteristic and the operation of each analysis class should be defined [11,
13]. Figure 4 shows a detailed analysis class diagram using <<secrecy>> stereo type.

Figure 4. Detailed analysis class diagram for on-line banking system

3.2.5. Java EE-based MVC pattern application
MVC pattern is applied to the detailed analysis class diagram as follows.
①The class using <<entity>> stereo type corresponds to the Model.
② The class using <<boundary>> stereo type represents the View and it can be
implemented by JSP and so on.
③ The class using <<control>> stereo type represents Controller and it can be
implemented by Servlet and so on.
④The class using <<secrecy>> stereo type is security emphasized class. If it is used with
<<control>> and <<boundary>>, Java EE’ s role-based access control can implement
it.
3.3. Implementation
3.3.1. Java EE-based Role Based Access Control
In User control class which is related to rating set-up use case, <<control>> and
<<secrecy>> are used. Thus role should be defined to apply security mechanism of Java EE.
Table 8 shows how to define role for authentication and authorization.
Table 9 shows how to implement authentication. There are four methods available:
BASIC, DIGEST, CLIENT-CERT, and FORM. In this paper, authentication is implemented
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by FORM. In case of <form-login-page> and <form-error-page>, if authentication is FORMbased, it can be defined to show random page created by the developer.
Table 8. Role Defining
- Tomcat-user.xml
<?xml version='1.0' encoding='utf-8'?>
<tomcat-users>
<role rolename="admin"/>
<role rolename="customer"/>
<user username="admin"
password="admin1234"
roles="admin"/>
<user username="customer"
password="customer1234"
roles="customer"/>
</tomcat-users>

Table 9. Implemented Authentication
- web.xml
<login-config>
<auth-method>FORM</auth-method>
<form-login-config>
<form-login-page>/login.jsp</form-login-page>
<form-error-page>/loginerror.html</form-errorpage>
</form-login-config>
</login-config>

Table 10 and Table 11 show authorization
steps. For the request to Servlet, an appropriate role should be mapped to deployment
descriptor. And accessible resource and usable HTTP method should be specified. As the
customer management page, such as Rating set-up, can only be accessed by Administrator,
the access rights for that page is configured as follows.
Table 7. Role Registration

Table 8. Defining Resource and
Method Restriction

- web.xml
<security-role>
<role-name>admin</role-name>
<role-name>customer</role-name>
</security-role>

- web.xml
<security-constraint>
<web-resource-collection>
<web-resource-name>test web resource
</web-resource-name>
<url-pattern>/admin/Member.jsp</url-pattern>
<http-method>GET</http-method>
<http-method>POST</http-method>
</web-resource-collection>
<auth-constraint>
<role-name>admin</role-name>
</auth-constraint>
</security-constraint>

4. Verification of the Object-Oriented Analysis and Design Methodology
for Secure Web Applications
A type of attack attempted by an unauthorized user, who failed to pass the authentication
but fakes as an authorized user, can be defended as shown in Figure 5. And another type of
attack attempted by a user who fakes his/her rating can be defended through the
authentication process as shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 5. Login Error Page

Figure 6. Access Rating Error Page

Also, the effectiveness of the object-oriented analysis and design methodology for secure
web application system was confirmed by defending against various attacks such as to modify
user’s important information or to sneak data, through the features of confidentiality and data
integrity as shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Customer Management Page

5. Conclusion
This study suggests an object-oriented analysis and design methodology for secure web
application system. For such purpose, a security emphasized modeling language, UMLsec
was used and Java EE’s role based access control was used for the implementation.
Therefore, the object-oriented analysis and design methodology for secure web application
system offers a consistent analysis and design method that was not supported by existing
object-oriented analysis and design methodologies. In addition, the correlation with Java EE
that was not provided by UMLsec is provided through role-based access control. Thus, the
correlations among existing object-oriented analysis and design methodologies, security, and
Java EE are presented to enable object-oriented analysis and design for the whole process of
system development.
It concludes that the effectiveness of the object-oriented analysis and design methodology
for secure web application system was proved by successfully applying it to the on-line
banking system development.
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